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Welcome
from the Co-Chairs

‘Welcome to CrimeFest, a new international crime fiction convention.’ Neither of us anticipated uttering those words 
after organising the Left Coast Crime convention in Bristol in 2006. That was it, done: a one-off visit from an ongoing, 
annual event in the States. Yet readers, authors and publishers kept on asking when the next one would be. By all 
accounts everyone had a ball two years ago. So, since we love throwing a party, here we are in 2008: CrimeFest. The 
new name says it all. Once again we welcome delegates from around the world. And, to maintain that international feel, 
CrimeFest has, as the three Featured Guest Authors, Karin Fossum, one of Scandinavia’s top crime writers, Jeff Lindsay 
from the States, and Britain’s very own Ian Rankin. We couldn’t be happier that we have someone representing a region 
with some of the most popular translated crime fiction; an author whose books are currently being televised around 
the world; and the UK’s best-selling novelist. Joining them as the Toastrix at the Gala Dinner is popular crime author 
Natasha Cooper, and, of course, there’s a slew of writers representing every crime genre from cosy to hardboiled, from 
past to present, from amateur to police procedural, from psychological mysteries to action thrillers, from animals to... 
Well, you name it and they’re here. 

And, talking about thrillers, in our earliest announcements last year we promised we would be celebrating the 
centenary of one of the biggest thriller writers of them all: Ian Fleming, born one hundred years ago. Where would 
we be without Bond – James Bond? Without 007, would we have spies who are licensed to kill? Would le Carré have 
created George Smiley, or Len Deighton Harry Palmer? Would we have vodka martinis, stirred not shaken (yes, that’s 
right. You’ve seen the movies but read the source material!).

At the Gala Dinner the winners of CrimeFest’s two awards will be announced: the Last Laugh Award for best 
humorous crime novel of 2007, and Audible’s Sounds of Crime Award for best crime audiobook of 2007. We are 
thrilled to have Audible UK as the sponsor of the Sounds of Crime Award. They are generously providing an iPod Nano 
preloaded with the shortlisted audiobooks for one of the delegates who votes for the winning audiobook. They will also 
provide the shortlisted audiobooks for the MP3 players that are being raffled to benefit the Library Service of the Royal 
National Institute for the Blind (RNIB). Stop a moment and think: what would it be like if you could not see to read? 
The proceeds of the raffle will help the RNIB’s Library Service to transfer books into braille or audio so that visually 
impaired people can enjoy some of the same authors we do. You still want another reason to buy a raffle ticket and win 
an MP3 player? Well, if you haven’t already discovered the joys of audiobooks, listen to them at the gym or on journeys 
and see how fast time flies! 

Finally, be sure to stay for Sunday’s final panel. It will be lots of fun, it is Simon Brett’s only appearance on a panel, 
and one member from the audience will win a Full Weekend Registration (including the Gala Dinner and three nights at 
the Bristol Royal Marriott Hotel) to the next CrimeFest! So, for those of you who were at Left Coast Crime in Bristol in 
2006, welcome back! For those of you who are new to all of this, grab a chair and join in. We’ve already forgotten that 
this is your first time, and by Sunday so will you.

IF YOU WANT TO DO THIS ALL OVER AGAIN, HERE ARE SOME DATES FOR YOUR CRIMINAL CALENDAR: 

HEFFERS’ BODIES IN THE BOOKSHOP
Heffers Bookshop, Cambridge

July 2008
email: literature@heffers.co.uk

HARROGATE CRIME WRITING FESTIVAL
Harrogate

17-20 July 2008
www.harrogate-festival.org.uk/crime

ST HILDA’S CRIME AND MYSTERY WEEKEND
St Hilda’s College, Oxford

15-17 August 2008
email: eileen.roberts@st-hildas.ox.ac.uk

TCM CRIME SCENE
at venues across London
26-29 September 2008

www.tcmonline.co.uk/crimescene (from 24 July)

BOUCHERCON
Baltimore, Maryland
9-12 October 2008

www.charmedtodeath.com

LEFT COAST CRIME
Big Island, Hawaii
7-12 March 2009

www.leftcoastcrime.org/2009
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Featured Guest Author
Karin Fossum
By Ann Cleeves

‘No-one does creepy better than Karin Fossum.’

I’m not sure where I read that, though it’s certainly true. Karin’s books are quiet and restrained. The violence is under-
stated – don’t read her for furious car chases, relentless pace, buckets of gore – but in her work there’s an uneasiness, 
a thread of tension running under ordinary domestic life, and the strain becomes increasingly unbearable as the book 
runs to its climax. There’s creepiness in the routine relationships fractured under stress, in everyday life shadowed by 
violence.

In one sense the books are traditional rural murder mysteries. They’re set in small communities, where everyone 
knows each other, where families care about their children, where eccentrics and loners are tolerated if not welcomed. 
These are generally civilised places. The drama begins when uncivilised things begin to happen: an Indian woman is 
beaten to death, a child is abducted, a baby dies, a young woman’s body is found lying by a lake. Then moral certainties 
are challenged and the structure of the community begins to crumble. Karin is the portrayer of unintended consequences. 
There are no real monsters in these books. Evil is done by ordinary people, careless and selfish people perhaps, but peo-
ple not so different from the rest of us.

I came to Karin through her first book, Don’t Look Back. It has her characteristic perceptiveness about family life 
and small communities. It also introduces her central character Konrad Sejer. Sejer isn’t a detective of the hard-drinking, 
dysfunctional, angst-ridden type, so common in contemporary crime fiction. He’s sensitive and empathetic and he gets 
on with his colleagues. He loves his adopted grandson. He persuades people to confide in him because he wants to hear 
what they have to say.

The same preoccupations – of Karin and of Sejer – are a feature of the most recent series book, Black Seconds. Again 
a child disappears. The effect of the disappearance on the girl’s family and the immediate community is brilliantly 
described. Every parent knows the heart-stopping panic when a child is late home, or is lost to view in a crowd.  The 
mother in the novel uses all the tricks of will power and superstition to conjure up the girl’s safe return. We share her 
hope that all will be well, that the girl will appear riding down the path on her bicycle. There are no real surprises in the 
unravelling of this book – certainly not the shock of the ending of Don’t Look Back – but the tension is relentless. Even 
when we guess how the plot will work out, we have to continue reading.

Karin has written one stand-alone novel – Broken. This isn’t conventional crime fiction, though the classic creepiness 
is still in evidence. Broken is about writing, about imagination and creativity, about fictitious people who clamour to be 
written. Any author who claims that their characters have taken them over should read this book!
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Featured Guest Author
Jeff Lindsay

By Peter Guttridge

Jeff Lindsay had written twenty-two plays and authored and co-authored a number of novels before a stray thought dur-
ing a speech he was giving at a business booster’s lunch led to the creation of our favourite serial killer, Dexter Morgan. 
He has said: ‘I looked out at the crowd. And thought: serial murder isn’t always a bad thing.’

Darkly Dreaming Dexter, Morgan’s bloody debut, followed soon after. What was so refreshing about this first outing 
for the ‘best-dressed monster in Dade County’ is that it seemed to have none of the regular tropes of the increasingly 
jaded serial-killer sub-genre. And it was damned funny.  

Creating monsters that we root for is a talent given only to the select few. Patricia Highsmith and Thomas Harris 
have pulled it off magnificently but there aren’t many laughs around Tom Ripley and Hannibal Lecter. (At least not 
intentional ones.) Lindsay, who has stand-up comedian among the many intriguing jobs listed on his resumé, gives the 
Dexter series a distinctive, blackly humorous tone of voice.  

The success of the first three novels in the series – Darkly Dreaming Dexter, Dearly Devoted Dexter and Dexter 
In The Dark – has been reflected in the success of the TV adaptation, Dexter. The TV series is blessed with a first rate 
cast, brilliantly led by Michael C. Hall (equally good in Six Feet Under), who really nails Dexter’s complexity. Indeed, 
Lindsay is quoted as saying that in future, when in doubt about any aspect of Dexter’s character, he’s simply going to 
ask Hall how he thinks he would act.

The fourth Dexter novel – Dexter By Design – will be out later this year. For those still awaiting initiation into the 
wonderful world of this serial killer with a strong – albeit skewed – moral code, here are the headlines. He’s a blood-
spatter specialist for the Miami police by day and a serial killer by night. He claims to have no emotions so has learned 
to fake them but some of his actions suggest he’s more human than he believes.  

His urge to kill is rooted in childhood trauma. His policeman foster-father recognised Dexter’s unhealthy urges when 
he caught him ritualistically killing the neighbourhood cats. (Classic teenage activity for serial killers.) He persuaded 
Dexter that if he really wasn’t going to be able to control his murderous urges he should direct them towards killing only 
bad people. Further, the cop showed him how to track down such people and kill them without leaving any forensic 
traces. I’m guessing every teenage wannabe serial killer would want such a cool dad.  

There are many such quirky delights in the series. The freshness of the writing might be attributed to the fact that 
Lindsay wasn’t a reader of serial-killer fiction when he created Dexter so wasn’t restricted by what had gone before.  
Indeed, this son of a Miami arts professor hasn’t read much crime fiction at all.  

Although he’s an admirer of Elmore Leonard and John D. MacDonald, he lists his favourite authors as Patrick 
O’Brian, creator of the seafaring Aubrey and Maturin novels, and the great Canadian novelist Robertson Davies. And 
he reckons P. G. Wodehouse is maybe the biggest influence on the Dexter novels. His first love was theatre and perhaps 
his enjoyment of the bloodbaths that are Jacobean tragedies indirectly led him to Dexter.

In interviews Lindsay comes across as droll and affable. He’s a family man who wrote a humorous column for years 
about being a house-husband raising daughters. (His wife, incidentally, is Ernest Hemingway’s niece.) His hobbies in-
clude fishing and playing rhythm guitar in Wildfire, a rock ‘n’ roll band. But don’t mess with him. He’s also a black belt 
in karate and a former silver medallist in the World Championships.
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Featured Guest Author
Ian Rankin
By Peter GUttridge

Ian Rankin OBE is one of the greats of contemporary crime fiction. His Edinburgh policeman Inspector John Rebus is 
an enduring creation who, in the 21 years since he first appeared (in Knots and Crosses), has spawned imitators but no 
equals.  

Rebus, a conflicted, alcoholic cop with a sometimes dubious taste in rock music, is also a man of honour, as are all the 
great crime detectives. Through the crimes he has investigated in such award-winning novels as Black and Blue (Gold 
Dagger), Resurrection Men (the Edgar), The Naming of The Dead (British Book Awards: Crime Thriller of the Year) and 
Fleshmarket Close (ditto) he is also our guide to the turbulent changes in Scotland’s recent social and political history.

 Rankin, awarded the Diamond Dagger in 2005 for his outstanding contribution to crime fiction, wrote his first novel, 
The Flood, whilst still a postgraduate at Edinburgh University. The first two Rebus novels – Knots and Crosses and Hide 
and Seek – followed. Famously, Rankin didn’t think of them as crime novels. However, he quickly embraced the form 
and Rebus featured in seventeen increasingly complex novels until his retirement in last year’s Exit Music. Exit Music 
topped the bestseller charts in the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Rankin wryly noted: ‘I hope that doesn’t 
mean readers are glad to see the back of Rebus.’

The success of the Rebus books has been so phenomenal in Scotland that, among other things, for last year’s 20th 
anniversary a distiller produced a limited edition Rebus Scotch whisky, a brewer produced a Rebus ale that was on sale 
in most pubs in Edinburgh and the National Library of Scotland had a big Rebus exhibition.

Rankin, a thoughtful, articulate man, has wide-ranging interests. For some years he has been an arts reviewer on 
BBC2’s Newsnight Review. His three-part Channel 4 documentary on evil was well-received, as was his BBC4 docu-
mentary, Rankin on the Staircase, which investigated the links between real-life crime and crime fiction. In 2007 he 
covered the Scottish elections for The Times. His interest in music is well-known and has led to collaborations on stage 
and CD with Scottish folk musician Jackie Leven.

His non-Rebus writing is of equal interest. Early in his career he wrote three thrillers under the name Jack Harvey.  
Recently he co-wrote Reichenbach Falls, a one-off television drama about a detective who starts to realise he’s a char-
acter in a series of novels. A serial about an Edinburgh art-heist first published in the New York Times will come out as 
a novel later this year. He’s written a graphic novel as part of DC’s Hellblazer series. And then there’s the opera libretto 
he’s been working on…

  Rankin is an enthusiast for the crime genre (and a generous supporter of new crime writers). His Rebus novels  
are also unequalled as explorations of Scotland’s myths and contemporary realities – although, as with all great fiction, 
they have much wider resonance. Rankin’s jokey comment notwithstanding, there was much lamentation among crime 
fans last year at the thought there might be no more Rebus. That remains to be seen. What is certain is that whatever 
Rankin writes next it will be eagerly received.
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A Toast to the Toastrix
Natasha Cooper

By Andrew Taylor

If the country of crime and mystery fiction were a constitutional monarchy, then Natasha Cooper would be the perfect 
candidate for its sovereign. Universally beloved, unfailingly diplomatic, highly intelligent, brilliant at public speaking, 
an exceptional writer, and of course effortlessly regal: she has all the qualifications for the job, which – by an amazing 
coincidence – are precisely the qualifications required by the Toastrix of CrimeFest.

She is a Londoner through and through, and this great, sprawling city lies at the heart of many of her novels. Unusu-
ally for a professional author, however, she began her working life on the other side of the tracks – as an award-winning 
publisher, rising rapidly up the editorial ladder. But other influences were at work, and she turned back to a childhood 
ambition to become a writer (as had been her grandmother, a pre-war novelist). After ten years, she left publishing and 
became a full-time author.  

First came six well-received historical novels. But crime fiction, a longstanding interest, lured her into another, per-
haps more fulfilling, literary region. In 1990 she published Festering Lilies, which became the first title in her Willow 
King series. Willow King lives a double life – on the surface she is a straitlaced civil servant, but she also has a secret 
existence as glamorous romantic novelist Cressida Woodruffe. These are witty, often irreverent crime novels with an 
undertow of social comment that lifts them above the competition.  

But Natasha Cooper has never been content to stand still. She is a woman who feels passionately about injustice, and 
increasingly powerful themes began to emerge in her fiction. In a sense her watershed novel was Creeping Ivy (1998). 
Here, Willow King plays only a modest role. The real heroine is Trish Maguire, a spiky-haired barrister in her 30s who 
labours under two disadvantages in her chosen career, which is dominated by expensively educated men – not only is 
she a woman, but she does not come from a privileged, cosseted background. Natasha Cooper had found a protagonist 
for another series.

Val McDermid has called Trish Maguire ‘A heroine for the new millennium – competent, tenacious and adamant in 
her pursuit of the justice that sometimes eludes the law.’ That’s a fair summary. Trish develops as the series progresses.  
She started in family law but now works principally in the field of commercial law – and with great success: in the latest 
novel, A Poisoned Mind (2008), she has ‘taken silk’ and become a senior barrister, a Queen’s Counsel. But her drive to 
succeed is matched by the insatiable demands that her conscience makes on her and on those around her. Indeed, her 
conscience and her compassion are the twin motors that drive this impressive series, propelling Trish into investigating 
the dark corners of cases that a more prudent and less scrupulous barrister would do his or her very best to ignore.  

Injustice makes Trish Maguire – and Natasha Cooper – very angry. Each of the eight books works wonderfully well 
as a straight crime novel while simultaneously providing a biting critique of a particular evil and those responsible for it.  
Impeccably researched settings and an impressive grasp of human nature bring a depth and richness to the series. The 
two women, fictional and real, make a perfect match – Natasha Cooper writes: ‘I am very fond of her [Trish] and she 
has a lot to do with the fact that I am now a happy crime writer.’

Apart from her series, Natasha Cooper has also written three well-regarded stand-alone psychological thrillers under 
the name of Clare Layton. These look at some of the long term consequences and causes of crime. In 2000, she served 
as chairman of the Crime Writers’ Association. She reviews widely, mainly in the Times, The Times Literary Supplement 
and the Toronto Globe & Mail. She is a popular and experienced speaker on radio, at reading groups, libraries and liter-
ary festivals. She has taught crime fiction courses, notably for Arvon. In 2007 she chaired the Harrogate Crime Writing 
festival. 

So, in sum: in Natasha Cooper we have one of Britain’s best crime writers – and a perfect Toastrix for CrimeFest.  
Long live Queen Natasha.  
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THE PANELlISTS

A former newspaper journalist, Stephen 
Booth is the creator of young Derbyshire 
police detectives DC Ben Cooper and DS 
Diane Fry, who have appeared in eight novels, 
the latest being Dying to Sin. The books are 
translated into fifteen languages and have won 
awards on both sides of the Atlantic, including 
the CWA’s Dagger in the Library. Stephen was 

described by the Sunday Telegraph as ‘one of our best story-
tellers’. www.stephen-booth.com

Rhys Bowen, a transplanted Brit now living 
in California, currently writes two mystery se-
ries. The Molly Murphy series features an Irish 
immigrant protagonist in 1903 New York. It 
has won both Agatha and Anthony awards. Last 
summer she began a light, witty series about a 
minor royal in 1930s London. The first book, 

Her Royal Spyness, has garnered 4 award nominations so far 
and was a #1 IMBA bestseller. Booklist called it ‘a smashing 
romp’. www.rhysbowen.com

Tony Black was born in Australia and grew 
up in Scotland and Ireland. Based in Edinburgh, 
he is an award-winning journalist, editor, and 
novelist. His journalism has appeared in the 
UK national press and his short fiction in a va-
riety of publications on the internet and in print. 
His first novel, Paying for It, features hack 
turned investigator Gus Dury; the second in the 

series, Gutted, is currently being edited. www.tonyblack.net

Declan Burke was born in Sligo, Ireland, 
in 1969. He is the author of Eightball Boogie 
(2003) and The Big O (2007). A freelance 
writer, he contributes to the Sunday Times, the 
Irish Times and The Last Word on Today FM, 
among others. He hosts a website dedicated to 
Irish crime fiction, Crime Always Pays (http://
crimealwayspays.blogspot.com/). He lives 

in Wicklow with his wife Aileen and daughter Lily, and is not 
allowed to own a cat.

S.J. Bolton was born in Lancashire. She 
spent her early career working in market-
ing and PR, gaining an MBA along the way, 
and ultimately reaching a senior position in 
London’s financial district. She left the City to 
work freelance, to start a family and to write. 
Her first novel, Sacrifice, was inspired by her 
fascination with British traditional folklore. 

She lives near Oxford with her husband and young son. 
www.sjbolton.com

Victoria Blake was born and brought up 
in Oxford, studied history there and then did 
law. On qualifying she quit and worked in 
publishing for Gerald Duckworth, and then 
bookselling first for the Silver Moon Women’s 
Bookshop and then Bookcase. In 2003 her first 
book, Bloodlesss Shadow, featuring private 
investigator Sam Falconer, was published as 

part of the Orion New Blood promotion. There are four in the 
series, the most recent being Jumping the Cracks.

Helen Black was born in a Yorkshire mining 
town in 1968. She is a lawyer and writer and 
her debut, Damaged Goods, was published 
in January this year. When she grows up she 
wants to be Minette Walters. 
www.hblack.co.uk

Alex Barclay is the best-selling author of 
Darkhouse and its sequel, The Caller – both 
featuring NYPD detective, Joe Lucchesi. Her 
third novel, Blood Runs Cold, introduces FBI 
Special Agent, Ren Bryce, and will be released 
in December 2008. Her work is translated 
into 17 languages. Alex kickboxes, swears and 

forgives people for thinking she’s a man. Unless they have met 
her. She lives in a little village in West Cork.
www.alexbarclay.co.uk

Simon Brett is the author of over seventy 
books, including the Charles Paris, Mrs 
Pargeter and Fethering crime series. His novel 
A Shock to the System was filmed starring 
Michael Caine. Simon’s work for radio 
includes No Commitments and After Henry, 
which was also successful on television. His 
first job out of Oxford University was as a 

department store Santa Claus, but he since has moved on to 
another red robe as President of the Detection Club. 

Sean Barrett started acting professionally 
as a boy in children’s television when it 
was live and black and white. He came to 
voice work through the BBC Radio Drama 
Repertory Company and has narrated many 
documentaries for TV, including the BBC 
series People’s Century. Sean has recorded 
numerous audiobooks, is the winner of a Gold 

Spoken Word Award for Robert Wilson’s A Small Death In 
Lisbon, and has also won many Audiofile Magazine (USA) 
Golden Earphones.
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Maureen Carter is creator of the gritty 
crime series featuring Birmingham detective 
Bev Morriss. Books include Working Girls, 
Dead Old and Baby Love. Deadly Pleasures 
magazine described her latest title – Hard 

Time – as ‘British hard-boiled crime at its best.’ The author’s 
media background includes almost twenty years with BBC 
TV news where she worked as a reporter, presenter, and editor. 
Bad Press continues the series, and is published in August by 
Crème de la Crime. www.maureencarter.co.uk

Ann Cleeves has been writing for 20 years.  
Raven Black, the first novel in The Shetland 
Quartet, won the Duncan Lawrie Dagger and 
was shortlisted for the Martin Beck prize in 
Sweden. White Nights, the second in the series, 
has just been published in the UK. The Vera 
Stanhope novels are set in north-east England, 
where she lives with her husband. Her books 

have been translated into a dozen languages.
www.anncleeves.com

Author of the bestsellers A Spy By Nature, The 
Hidden Man and The Spanish Game, Charles 
Cumming has been described by the Ob-
server as ‘probably the best of the new genera-
tion of British spy writers taking over where 
le Carre and Deighton left off’. Cumming’s 
new novel, Typhoon, concerns a clandestine 
American plot to destabilise China in the run-up 

to the Beijing Olympics. It has been hailed by William Boyd as 
‘compelling, vivid and disturbing’. www.charlescumming.co.uk

Judith Cutler is the author of several 
acclaimed series of crime novels featuring 
feisty heroines. Her latest series, however, 
features a shy Regency clergyman, Tobias 
Campion. Judith is a prize-winning short-story 
writer, whose work has been broadcast and 
appeared in many magazines and anthologies.  
One-time Secretary of the Crime Writers’ 

Association, she has taught Creative Writing at Birmingham 
University, and elsewhere (including a maximum security 
prison and an idyllic Greek island). www.judithcutler.com

Martin Edwards’ Lake District Mysteries 
include The Coffin Trail (short-listed for the 
Theakston’s prize for best British crime novel 
of 2006), The Cipher Garden and The Arsenic 
Labyrinth. He has written eight novels about 
Liverpool lawyer Harry Devlin, the latest being 
Waterloo Sunset (2008), a stand-alone psycho-
logical suspense novel, Take My Breath Away, 

and a novel featuring Dr Crippen, Dancing for the Hangman 
(2008). He has edited sixteen anthologies and published eight 
non-fiction books.www.martinedwardsbooks.com

Currently working in the Civil Service, Mary 
Andrea Clarke has been a regular delegate 
at crime fiction conferences and a member 
of Mystery Women since 1998. She has 
reviewed historical fiction for the Historical 
Novel Society and crime fiction for Sherlock 
Magazine, Shots and Mystery Women. The 

Crimson Cavalier is her first novel, published in August, 2007, 
through success in the Crème de la Crime 2003 search for new 
crime writing talent.

Ruth Downie was born in Ilfracombe, 
Devon, and now lives in Milton Keynes. In 
2004 she surprised herself and everyone else by 
winning the Fay Weldon section of the BBC’s 

‘End of Story’ competition. She is now the 
author of two novels featuring Roman Army 
medic and reluctant sleuth Gaius Petreius Ruso, 

and is currently working on a third. She finds that her interest 
in our ancestors deepens as the date of her joining them draws 
inexorably closer. http://ruthdownie.wordpress.com

Lesley Cookman is a former freelance 
editor and features writer who now writes the 
Libby Sarjeant mystery series for Accent Press.
www.lesleycookman.co.uk

Ex-policeman, ex-soldier, international tennis 
player, and full time crime writer Colin 
Campbell has written horror fiction, 
children’s books, and crime novels, as well as 
co-scripting the UK TV adaptation of Through 
The Ruins Of Midnight. Having signed with a 
New York literary agency it is hoped he will 

soon be published in the US. And he is current tennis Men’s 
Doubles World Champion (over 50s) at the 2007 World Police/
Fire Games in Adelaide. www.campbellfiction.com

Tom Cain is a pseudonymous journalist and 
the author of The Accident Man, published in 
2007, and The Survivor, coming in July 2008. 
A supporter of West Ham Utd, the Washington 
Redskins, the Wales rugby XV, and his son’s 
school football team, a husband of one and 
father of three, a reasonable singer, but a truly 

appalling guitarist and a helpless Facebook addict.





“Shots Ezine is always on target” – Lee Child

www.shotsmag.co.uk
Contact: shotseditor@yahoo.co.uk

SHOTS
The Crime & Mystery Magazine
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Kate Ellis was born in Liverpool and studied 
drama in Manchester. She is interested in 
archaeology and she lives in Cheshire, England. 
Kate’s short stories have been nominated for 
a Barry Award and twice for the CWA Dag-
ger, and her novel The Plague Maiden was 

nominated for the Theakstons Crime Novel of the Year. She is 
working on her thirteenth Wesley Peterson novel and is soon to 
publish a new series set in York. www.kateellis.co.uk

Jane Finnis has been fascinated by the past 
ever since as a child she walked the straight 
Roman roads of Yorkshire. She took a history 
degree, and has worked as a radio producer 
and reporter, a computer programmer, and a 
shopkeeper. Now she writes mysteries. She 
lives in Yorkshire, near where her books are 
set, with her husband Richard and their two 

dogs. When not writing, she enjoys travelling, gardening, and 
playing her guitar. www.janefinnis.com

Ruth Dudley Edwards has been a teacher, 
postgraduate student, marketing executive, 
civil servant and, finally, a biographer, 
historian and freelance journalist and 
broadcaster.  The targets of her satirical novels 
include the civil service, gentlemen’s clubs, a 
Cambridge college, the House of Lords, the 

Church of England, publishing, and literary prizes.  Her latest, 
Murdering Americans, sends her right-wing bonne viveuse, 
Baroness Troutbeck, to an Indiana university awash with knee-
jerk liberalism, insane political correctness and terrible food. 
www.ruthdudleyedwards.com

Diana Norman wrote a lot of historical fiction 
until, with a change of name and genre, as 
Ariana Franklin she won the 2007 Ellis 
Peters Award for the best historical crime novel 
in the UK with Mistress of the Art of Death. 
Another in the series The Death Maze to be 
published this year. Surprised by all this since 

she’s more used to being trampled in the rush for her husband’s 
autograph (Barry Norman, TV film critic). Isn’t complaining, 
though. www.mistressoftheartofdeath.co.uk

Christopher Fowler is the award-winning 
author of seventeen novels and ten volumes of 
short stories. His thrillers include Roofworld, 
Spanky, Psychoville and Calabash. He is cur-
rently writing the Bryant & May series, classic 
mysteries featuring two elderly, erudite detec-
tives. His story The Master Builder became 
a CBS movie called Through The Eyes Of A 

Killer, starring Tippi Hedren and Marg Helgenberger. His au-
tobiography Paperboy comes out in March. He lives in King’s 
Cross, London. www.christopherfowler.co.uk

Once dubbed the most American of French 
writers, Gilbert Gallerne explored every 
area of popular literature through twenty books, 
from SF & dark fantasy to true crime. His 
first mystery, Teddy est Revenu (Teddy is Back, 
1997) opened a new world for him. Since then 
he has been regularly publishing thrillers. His 
novels have been translated into Russian, Esto-

nian, Slovac, but not yet English. Working as a translator in the 
90s, he penned the French version of Dances with Wolves and 
Basic Instinct, as well as books by Stephen Gallagher and Joe 
Lansdale. http://site-g.gallerne.9online.fr

Meg Gardiner is originally from Southern 
California. She practised law in Los Angeles 
and taught at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara. She is the author of five Evan 
Delaney novels, including China Lake and Kill 
Chain. The first novel in her Jo Beckett series, 
The Dirty Secrets Club, will be published in 
summer 2008. She lives with her family out-
side London. www.meggardiner.com

After a degree in modern languages, Elena 
Forbes worked for many years as an invest-
ment banker before becoming a full-time writer.  
Her first novel Die With Me was shortlisted for 
the Debut Dagger and was published by Quer-
cus in July 2007. The sequel Our Lady of Pain 
will be published this summer.

Chris Ewan was born in Taunton in 1976. 
His first novel, the comic crime caper The 
Good Thief’s Guide to Amsterdam won the 
Long Barn Books First Novel Competition 
and will be published by Simon & Schuster in 
April 2008. A follow-up title, The Good Thief’s 
Guide to Paris, is due out from Long Barn 

Books in 2009. www.thegoodthief.co.uk

Patricia Finney has been writing profes-
sionally for much longer than she likes to admit 
and has so far published fifteen books. They 
include six children’s books, three Elizabethan 
spy thrillers and four historical crime novels 
set in the sixteenth century Wild West of the 
Anglo-Scottish border and starring the delight-
ful Sir Robert Carey. She is also becoming 

notorious as a stand-up historian, all purpose panellist and cof-
fee-shop proprietrix. www.patricia-finney.co.uk
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Peter Guttridge has been the Observer’s 
crime fiction critic for the past ten years. He has 
published six satirical crime novels, the most 
recent of which – Cast Adrift – won the Left 
Coast Crime Lefty Award for funniest crime 
novel of the year.  He has just finished a non-

fiction account of Britain’s Great Train Robbery for publication by 
the UK’s National Archive. His non-comic crime thriller, City of  
Dreadful Night will be published in 2009. 
www.peterguttridge.com

Allan Guthrie is the writer of award-
winning hardboiled crime fiction set mainly 
in Edinburgh, where he lives. His most recent 
novel is Savage Night, a bloody tragi-comic 
revenge drama. www.allanguthrie.co.uk

Suzette Hill, at 64, self-published her first 
novel, A Load Of Old Bones, in 2005. In 2007 
Constable & Robinson published the hardback 
and is producing its sequel Bones In The Belfry 
in 2008. The third of the trilogy is just finished. 
An audio book of the first was made by Joyful 
Productions Ltd, and has veteran comedian 

Leslie Phillips reading one of the parts. Set in the 1950s, 
the books involve an eccentric vicar, the Reverend Francis 
Oughterard. www.suzetteahill.co.uk

A variety of occupations including trainee re-
porter, chainsaw operator, and railway environ-
ment manager inspired Kaye C. Hill to turn 
to crime fiction. ‘It was during this latter job 
that my mind really began to turn to murder. 
Anyone who has sat through a six-hour railway 
production meeting will understand.’ Kaye’s 

rebellious sleuth, Lexy Lomax, lives on the Suffolk coast 
where Kaye herself spends as much time as possible writing 
and bird-watching. www.kayechill.com

Lizzie Hayes has been an avid reader of 
crime fiction since she was thirteen when she 
first discovered The Man in the Brown Suit 
by Agatha Christie.  Since 1997 she has run 
the Mystery Women group, whose aims are 
primarily to promote female crime writers and 
in particular the lesser known ones. The group 

has grown considerably in the last eleven years and continues 
to do so. www.mysterywomen.co.uk.

For twenty years Toby Gottfried 
developed laboratory based tests for 
HIV/AIDS detection. Though retired, 
she still is a Biotechnology Consultant. 
Bill Gottfried, a retired Paediatri-
cian, is active in Medical Quality and 
Medical Staff Administrative Issues. 

Both are avid ‘twitchers’, travelling the globe in pursuit of 
elusive birds. Members of Mystery Readers International since 
1985, the Gottfrieds have attended almost every Bouchercon 
World Mystery Convention and were the Programming co-
Chairs for the 1997 Bouchercon in Monterey, California. They 
were part of the founding committee for Left Coast Crime 
(LCC) nineteen years ago; Co-Chairs of LCC 2004; and are Co-
Chairs of LCC 2009 in Hawaii. In 2006 Bill and Toby were the 
US Fan Guests of Honour at LCC in Bristol, England.

Dolores Gordon-Smith, who is married 
with five children, has worked as a teacher, a 
civil servant and a library assistant and has 
also been a factory worker, a barmaid, cinema-
projectionist, lab assistant, Christmas-pudding 
maker, typist, cleaner, warehouse attendant 
and the person who stuck the brushes inside 
Tipp-ex bottles. Dolores paints and plays the 

electric guitar and achieved a long-standing ambition by being 
promoted from the back half to the front half of the pantomime 
cow. www.doloresgordon-smith.co.uk

After a career in teaching Lesley Horton 
began her first crime novel in 1996. The break 
came at the Winchester Conference when an 
agent read the first page of the manuscript, 
took the rest home and by the following 
Wednesday had agreed to represent her. She 
has since written five novels and the latest, 
Twisted Tracks, is due for publication in 

November.  She is currently the Chairman of the Crime Writers’ 
Association. www.lesleyhorton.co.uk

David Hewson is the author of twelve 
published novels, most recently the Nic Costa 
series set in Rome. The sixth in the series, The 
Garden of Evil, was published by Macmillan in 
January. His first book, Semana Santa, won the 
WH Smith Fresh Talent contest and was made 
into a movie with Mira Sorvino. A former 
journalist with The Times and Sunday Times, 

he lives in Kent, but travels regularly to Italy for research.

It was in 1984 that J. G. Goodhind 
purchased a Grade 2 listed building three miles 
from the centre of Bath. Following extensive 
renovation it opened as an eight bedroomed 
guest house complete with four poster beds 
and a collection of unexplained and unseen 

‘occupants’. Guests came from all over the 
world. Based on this, the first Honey Driver was published in 
2007. Unlike Honey, the author has never collected antique 
underwear! www.jeanniejohnson.net
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Russell James is best known for his 
hard-hitting, low-life thrillers, mainly set in 
south-east London. He has written ten crime 
novels, and his ‘fictography’ The Maud Allan 
Affair – a biographical novel combining real 
with fictional characters – was published in 
May 2008. His encyclopaedic Great British 

Fictional Detectives comes out later this year, in time for 
Christmas! www.russelljames.co.uk

Katherine John’s Accent Press crime 
novels, A Well Deserved Murder, Black 
Daffodil, The Amber Knight, By Any Name, 
Without Trace, Murder of a Dead Man, 
Midnight Murders and The Corpse’s Tale 
(Quick Read) have sold to USA and in 
translation. She has published thirty-two novels 

and written stage plays (under pseudonyms). Hearts of Gold 
(Catrin Collier) filmed as a mini series by BBC Worldwide, 
attracted an audience of 6.8 million viewers on UK network TV.
http://katherinejohn.moonfruit.com

Jim Kelly is the son of a Scotland Yard 
detective and a former journalist for the 
Financial Times. His first book – The Water 
Clock – was nominated for the CWA’s John 
Creasey Award. It featured local journalist 
Philip Dryden in the first of five mysteries set 
in the Fens. In 2006 the books won the CWA 
Dagger in the Library. In 2009 Kelly begins a 

new series based on the Norfolk Coast with DI Peter Shaw in 
the lead role.

Ali Karim is Assistant Editor at Shots eZine. 
He is also a contributing editor at January 
Magazine & The Rap Sheet and writes for 
Deadly Pleasures, Mystery Readers Interna-
tional and Crimespree magazines and is an 
associate member of both the CWA and ITW. 
Karim contributed to Dissecting Hannibal 
Lecter ed. Benjamin Szumskyj (McFarland 

Press), a critical examination of the works of Thomas Harris.

Bernard Knight is a forensic pathologist, 
barrister, novelist and script-writer. His work 
includes crime and historical fiction, and radio 
and television drama & documentaries. He is 
a member of the Crime Writers’ Association 
and the ‘Medieval Murderers’ promotion group. 

Knight writes the Crowner John historical mystery series (Si-
mon & Schuster UK). www.bernardknight.homestead.com 

Laurie R. King is the New York Times 
bestselling author of eight Mary Russell 
mysteries, five contemporary novels featuring 
Kate Martinelli, and the bestselling novels A 
Darker Place, Folly and Keeping Watch. She 
won the Edgar and Creasey awards for the first 
Kate Martinelli mystery A Grave Talent, the 

Nero for A Monstrous Regiment of Women, and the Macavity 
for Folly; her nominations include the Agatha, the Orange, and 
two more Edgars. www.laurierking.com

Ken Isaacson is an actively involved 
member of the Mystery Writers of America, 
and serves on the Board of Directors of MWA’s 
New York chapter. Shortly after its release, his 
debut novel, Silent Counsel, spent a full month 
on Amazon’s list of bestselling legal thrillers 
behind only Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mocking-

bird, and John Grisham’s The Appeal. He lives in New Jersey 
with his wife, Sylvia, their dog, and their four cats. And he 
rides a Harley. He’s thrilled to be visiting the UK for the first 
time. www.kenisaacson.com

Alanna Knight is a Scottish historical 
crime writer based in Edinburgh. She has 3 
current series: Victorian Inspector Faro, his 
daughter Rose McQuinn and Tam Eildor, time-
travelling detective. She has written non-fiction 
on Robert Louis Stevenson and true crimes, 
as well as numerous short stories and plays.
Alanna is a Member of the Crime Writers’ As-

sociation, the Society of Authors and is the Hon President of 
Edinburgh Writers’ Club. www.alannaknight.com

Declan Hughes is an award-winning play-
wright and screenwriter, and the co-founder of 
Dublin’s Rough Magic Theatre Company. The 
Dying Breed is Declan’s third Ed Loy mystery. 
The first, The Wrong Kind of Blood, was nomi-
nated for the CWA New Blood Dagger and 
won the Shamus Award for Best First PI novel. 
The second, The Colour of Blood, has just been 
published in paperback. Declan lives with his 

wife and two daughters in Dublin, Ireland.
www.declanhughesbooks.com.

Roger Hudson’s debut novel is Death 
Comes by Amphora, a historical mystery set 
in ancient Athens in 461BC. His publisher is 
Twenty First Century Publishers.
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Shortlisted for the CWA Debut Dagger 2001, 
Adrian Magson writes the ‘Beginners’ 
page for Writing Magazine and is the author 
of the Riley Gavin/Frank Palmer crime thriller 
series: No Peace for the Wicked (2004),  No 
Help For The Dying (2005), No Sleep for the 
Dead (2006) and No Tears for the Lost (2007). 

The 5th – No Kiss for the Devil – is published in June 2008. 
www.adrianmagson.com 

Edward Marston has written over forty 
crime novels set in periods of history ranging 
from the time of William the Conqueror to 
the reign of Queen Victoria. He is the former 
chairman of the Crime Writers’ Association. 
He’s also written many plays for radio, 
television and the theatre. Books in 2008 – 
Soldier of Fortune (January) and Murder on the 

Brighton Express (June), fifth outing for the Railway Detective. 
He’s currently working on a history of English prisons. 
www.edwardmarston.com

Jessica Mann has written twenty crime 
novels, two non-fiction books and is a 
freelance journalist. She is the crime fiction 
reviewer for The Literary Review. She was 
born in London and went to school there, read 
archaeology at Cambridge University and later 

studied law as a mature student. She has had various jobs and 
public appointments. Jessica is married to an archaeologist, has 
two sons and two daughters and lives in Cornwall. 
www.jessicamann.net

Priscilla Masters is the author of eight 
Detective Inspector Joanna Piercy novels 
set in the Staffordshire moorlands, five 
medical standalones, two books featuring 
coroner Martha Gunn set in Shrewsbury and a 
children’s book. Born in Halifax she is one of 

seven multi racial children adopted by an orthopaedic surgeon 
and his classics graduate wife. She has two sons, lives on 
the Staffordshire/Shropshire border and works part time as a 
respiratory nurse at the Royal Shrewsbury Hospital. 
www.joannapiercy.com

Keith McCarthy is a practising pathologist 
who has published six crime novels, the last 
appearing on May 1st, titled With A Passion 
Put To Use (published by Severn House). They 
are forensic crime novels featuring Dr. John 
Eisenmenger and his partner Helena Flemming. 
The first in a new series of novels, Murder 
Plot, will be published in the autumn by Black 

Star Crime. It is written under the pseudonym Dr. Lance Elliot. 
www.keithmccarthy.co.uk

Ken McCoy was born and still lives in 
Yorkshire. First published in 1999, he’s since 
had fourteen books published including four 
in the Mad Carew crime series. A freelance 
illustrator, he has designed greetings cards for 
most of the world’s major card companies, plus 
a couple of his own book covers. He is also 
a comedian and after dinner speaker, having 

worked on radio, TV and theatre. He’s married with five 
children and an increasing number of grandchildren. 
www.kenmccoy.co.uk

Chris Mooney is the author of four novels: 
Deviant Ways, World Without End, and Re-
membering Sarah, which was nominated for 
an Edgar for Best Novel. The Missing, the first 
book featuring Boston CSI Darby McCormick, 
was an International Book of the Club pick and 
published in over twenty languages. The next 
Darby McCormick book, The Secret Friend, 

will be published in July by Penguin UK. 
www.chrismooneybooks.com

Donna Moore lives in Glasgow, where she 
has a thrilling dual career as a mild-mannered 
pension consultant by day, and an unemployed 
superhero by night. For relaxation she listens 
to Dean Martin and The Ramones, watches 
screwball comedy and film noir, and enjoys 
salsa, cha-cha-cha and merengue – despite 

having two left feet. The author of the award winning ...Go to 
Helena Handbasket, Donna is currently working on her second 
crime novel.

John Macken lives in Birmingham and is 
married with two children. By day he runs a 
group of cancer researchers in a large window-
less building. By night he writes forensic crime 
novels, including Dirty Little Lies, Trial by 
Blood and Breaking Point. 

Pat McIntosh, having done libraries, 
academic research, receptionist work, Open 
University teaching, and chaired a Steiner 
school, finally made it into print after writing 
for fifty years. Her series is set in 15th century 
Scotland, based in Glasgow, featuring lawyer 
Gil Cunningham and his wife Alys. Pat’s most 
recent book is The Rough Collier.
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Helen and Morna Mulgray are the only 
twins in the world to write together: ‘we are 

“one”!’ Their first novel, No Suspicious Circum-
stances, was published by Allison & Busby in 
May 2007. It is a crime novel with a humor-

ous touch. D. J. Smith, undercover for Revenue & Customs, and 
her drug-detecting colleague, Persian cat Gorgonzola, are again 
the protagonists in their second novel, Under Suspicion, to be 
published mid-April 2008 along with the paper back of No 
Suspicious Circumstances. www.the-mulgray-twinsonline.co.uk

Ayo Onatade is an avid reader of crime 
fiction and mystery. She has been reading the 
genre for the last thirty-two years and has 
been writing reviews, interviews and articles 
on the subject for the last twelve years. She 
has an eclectic taste which runs the gamut 
from historical crime fiction to hardboiled 
and short stories.  Her work can be found on 

mysterywomen.co.uk, shotsmag.co.uk, crimespreemag.com 
and reviewingtheevidence.com. She also enjoys noir films.

Sheila Quigley always wanted to be a 
writer – or a mountain climber, plenty of hills 
in the north but no mountains to practise on, so 
she went with the writer ambition. She kept 
on sending stuff off for years until lightning 
finally struck. She has lived most of her life on 
what are called sink estates, and had a whole 

load of laughs, far more than any aggro. She likes to think 
some of this humour comes across in her books. 
www.theseahills.co.uk

Louise Penny is the winner of the 
UK New Blood Dagger, the US Anthony, 
Barry and Dilys, the Canadian Arthur Ellis 
and was shortlisted for the Agatha for her 
Inspector Gamache novels set in the village 
of Three Pines, Quebec. ‘Cerebral, wise 
and compassionate, Gamache is destined 

for stardom,’ starred Kirkus Review. ‘Penny writes with 
intelligence and subtlety,’ The Times. ‘There’s real pleasure 
here,’ the Scotsman. Louise lives with her husband Michael in 
a Quebec village. www.louisepenny.com

Caro Ramsay was born in Glasgow and 
now lives in a small village on the west coast 
of Scotland, with a pit bull and a poltergeist. 
By day she is an osteopath and acupuncturist; 
by night, a crime writer. Absolution is her first 
novel. The second, Tambourine Girl will be 
published by Penguin in Feb 2009. 
www.caroramsay.co.uk

Steve Mosby is the author of two slipstream 
thrillers, The Third Person and The Cutting 
Crew, and the dark, psychological thrillers The 
50/50 Killer and Cry For Help, all published by 
Orion in the UK. He is thirty-one years old and 
lives in Leeds. www.theleftroom.co.uk

‘Penny writes
with intelligence

and subtlety’

The Times

For more information on Louise Penny, as well
as all the Headline crime and thriller authors,

visit www.crime-files.co.uk

headline

From the award-winning 

INTERNATIONAL 
BESTSELLER
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Jason Pinter knows a thing or two about 
what makes a good book, having worked in 
the editorial departments of major New York 
publishing houses. During his time as an Editor, 
Jason began work on his debut thriller, The 
Mark, featuring young reporter Henry Parker. 
Jason is a member of International Thriller 
Writers and Mystery Writers of America and is 

a founding member of Killer Year. www.jasonpinter.com

Michael Morley is an award-winning 
film maker who has spent over twenty years 
working with national and international police 
squads. Throughout his career he has been 
afforded unprecedented access to some of the 
world’s most notorious jails and elite crime-
fighting units. He secured exclusive interviews 
with a number of high-profile serial killers and 

has also worked extensively with victims of crime, including 
Anne-Marie West. He is now a Senior Executive Director at 
Endemol and divides his time between homes in Derbyshire 
and the Netherlands. 
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Yrsa Sigurdardottir works as a civil en-
gineer in Reykjavik. She is currently employed 
as the technical manager of one of the largest 
hydro construction projects in Europe. Previ-
ously, Yrsa has written five bestselling novels 
for children and pre-teens, which have won 

prizes and great acclaim. Last Rituals is her first adult novel. 
She is married with two children. 

Born a little while ago in Brighton, Lyndon 
Stacey has been writing for as long as she 
can remember. Throughout a chequered work-
ing life, animals have always been important 
to her and so it was inevitable that they would 
feature in her stories. Lyndon has now had six 
crime novels published, lives in Dorset, and in 

her ‘spare’ time enjoys the company of her dogs; motorcycling; 
gardening; riding and music, amongst other things. 
www.lyndon-stacey.com

The ‘Welsh Twilight’, Europe’s dark under-
belly, the duplicity of people and places have 
all influenced Sally Spedding’s acclaimed 
crime mysteries. ‘The mistress of her craft,’ 
Welsh Books Council. An award-winning poet 
and short story writer, her first collection, 
Strangers Waiting (Bluechrome) is out in Feb-

ruary 2008. Wringland, set in the sinister Fens, was published 
in 2001. Come and Be Killed, her fifth novel set in the Malvern 
Hills, appeared in January 2007. www.sallyspedding.com

Richard Reynolds has been a bookseller 
for the last 29 years, all bar two years, at Hef-
fers Academic bookshop in Cambridge. He 
specialises in the subjects of Biography, Nar-
rative Travel and Detective Fiction. He’s been 
a judge for the Thomas Cook Travel Awards, 
the CWA Ian Fleming Steel Dagger and is 

currently Chair of the Duncan Lawrie Dagger. Each year he 
organises crime fiction events for Heffers, including ‘Bodies in 
the Bookshop’.

John Rickards is the thirty-year-old author 
of the Alex Rourke thrillers and lives in a part 
of the UK where most people go to die.  
www.johnrickards.com

Zoë Sharp’s no-nonsense bodyguard heroine, 
Charlie Fox, has been likened to a female Jack 
Reacher. If you like fast-paced action featuring 
a tough heroine with a human edge, look no 
further than the latest instalments, just out from 
Allison & Busby – Third Strike in hardcover 
and Second Shot in paperback. Zoë blogs 
weekly on her website, www.ZoeSharp.com, 

or on www.Murderati.com

Roz Southey is a novelist and musicologist 
living in the north-east of England. Her short 
stories have appeared in a number of small 
press magazines and her articles in family 
history publications. Her first novel, a histori-
cal crime novel called Broken Harmony, was 
published by Crème de la Crime in April 2007; 
a follow-on, Chords and Discords, will appear 

in July 2008. She has also had a number of academic papers 
and an academic book published. http://rozsouthey.co.uk

Sara Rayne began writing in her teens at 
school, with plays for the Lower Third. These 
days she is best known for her dark psychologi-
cal thrillers which include A Dark Dividing and 
Tower of Silence, (nominated for the Theak-
ston Literary Award). Much of her inspiration 
comes from the histories and atmospheres of 

old buildings – a fact that is strongly evident in many of her 
settings. www.sarahrayne.co.uk

Linda Regan is a successful actress. Her 
theatre credits include Royal Shakespeare 
Company, and on television: Holby City, Doc-
tors, The Bill, The Knock, Hi-De-Hi, Titty Titty 
Bang Bang, Minder, London’s Burning. She 
entered the Crème De La Crime 2004 search 
for new authors and her first book Behind You! 
(set backstage in a pantomime) was published 

in 2005. Her latest book Passion Killers features a serial killer 
who is preying on ex-strippers. www.lindareganonline.co.uk

Ros Schwartz lived in Paris during the 
70s and has been a translator since 1981. She 
has translated a range of writers, including 
crime fiction by Sebastien Japrisot (Women 
in Evidence), Dominique Manotti (Dead 
Horsemeat and Lorraine Connection) and short 

stories for Paris Noir, published by Serpents Tail. She is Chair 
of the European Council of Literary Translators Associations 
(CEATL), Chair of the Advisory Panel to the British Centre 
of Literary Translation and Vice-Chair of PEN’s Writers in 
Translation Programme.
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Aline Templeton lives in Edinburgh with 
her husband and their Dalmatian dog in a 
house with a balcony overlooking the beautiful 
city skyline. She has worked in education and 
broadcasting and has written numerous articles 
and stories for newspapers and magazine. The 
third book in her Galloway series featuring 
DI Marjory Fleming, Lying Dead, came out in 

paperback recently and the fourth, Lamb to the Slaughter, will 
appear in June.  

James Twining is the author of a 
bestselling series of thrillers set in the art 
underworld. Featuring former art thief Tom 
Kirk, his critically acclaimed novels have 
been translated into over twenty languages.  
James lives in London with his wife and two 
daughters. The Gilded Seal is his third book 
and was published in paperback in June 2008.  

www.jamestwining.com

L. C. Tyler grew up in Essex. During a 
career with the British Council he lived in Ma-
laysia, Sudan, Thailand and Denmark. More re-
cently he has been based in Islington and West 
Sussex.  He is married and has two children 
and one dog. The Herring Seller’s Apprentice, 
his first novel, was published by Macmillan in 

2007; his second is scheduled for publication in March 2009. 
www.lctyler.com

Dan Waddell is a young journalist and author 
who lives in London. His first novel, The Blood 
Detective, is to be published by Penguin this 
August. Dan wrote the first two bestselling tie-in 
books to the BBC series Who Do You Think You 
Are? Until 1999 he was a full-time reporter for 
the Guardian and the Telegraph, and he has 
written for many other major newspapers.

Sue Walker is the author of The Reunion, 
The Reckoning, and The Dead Pool, 
psychological thrillers set in Scotland. She is 
published by Penguin. Before becoming an 
author, Sue spent twenty years working as an 
investigative television journalist, specialising 
in crime programmes, including miscarriages 

of justice and documentaries on serial killers Fred and 
Rosemary West. Originally from Edinburgh, Sue now lives on 
the Sussex coast. She is currently working on her fourth novel. 
www.sue-walker.com

Martyn Waites is the author of eight books: 
Mary’s Prayer, Little Triggers, Candleland, 
Born Under Punches, The White Room (A 
Guardian Book of the Year 2005) and the Joe 
Donovan Series: The Mercy Seat (shortlisted 
for the CWA Steel Dagger), Bone Machine 
and most recently White Riot.  He has been 
Writer in Residence in Huntercombe YOI and 

HMP Chelmsford. He is currently RLF Literary Fellow at the 
University of Essex. www.martynwaites.com

Andrew Taylor’s award-winning novels 
include the Richard and Judy bestseller The 
American Boy, the Roth Trilogy (televised with 
Charles Dance and Emilia Fox as Fallen Angel) 
and the Lydmouth Series. He is the Spectator’s 
crime fiction reviewer and also reviews in the 
Independent. His latest book is Bleeding Heart 
Square. www.andrew-taylor.co.uk

Mike Stotter is the Editor of the UK’s 
premiere website for crime and thriller books, 
Shots (www.shotsmag.co.uk). A member 
of the Crime Writers’ Association and the 
International Thriller Writers, he has served as 
a judge for the Ian Fleming Steel Dagger and 
on the prestigious CWA Gold and Silver Daggers. 

He is an award-winning children’s author for his non-fiction 
title The Wild West, and has contributed to various anthologies 
and encyclopaedias covering crime, westerns and sci-fi. 

Catherine Thompson is the 
audioproduction manager at Isis Publishing 
Ltd. Isis Publishing publishes sixteen 
unabridged titles per month, of which around 
two thirds can be categorised as crime. Our 
authors include Simon Brett, Louise Penny, 

Laura Wilson, Declan Hughes, Jim Kelly and Nick Stone. 
Catherine is responsible for choosing the actors best suited to 
read each title.

Nick Stone is the author of the bestselling, 
award-winning Mr Clarinet – set in Haiti and 
Miami. His current novel is King of Swords, 
the critically acclaimed prequel to his debut, 
set in Miami in the early 1980s. Nick lives in 
London and Miami with his family. 
www.nickstone.co.uk
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Laura Wilson’s psychological thrillers have 
been critically acclaimed, and the first, A Little 
Death, was shortlisted for the Anthony Award 
for Best Paperback Original and the Ellis 
Peters Award. The Lover was shortlisted for the 
CWA Gold Dagger and the Ellis Peters Award, 

and won the French Prix du Polar Europeen. A Thousand Lies 
was shortlisted for the Duncan Lawrie Dagger. Her most recent 
novel is Stratton’s War. She also reviews crime fiction for the 
Guardian. www.laura-wilson.co.uk

Kevin Wignall is the author of four novels, 
including the Edgar-nominated Who is Conrad 
Hirst?, as well as a number of acclaimed short 
stories. His work has inspired musicians and 
other artists, and both Who is Conrad Hirst? 
and his previous novel, For the Dogs, have 
been optioned for film.  He lives in England. 
www.kevinwignall.com  

Neil White is a lawyer and a writer. Dur-
ing the day, he is a Senior Crown Prosecutor. 
At night, he writes crime fiction. His debut 
novel, Fallen Idols, was published by the Avon 
imprint of HarperCollins in July 2007, and was 
nominated for the Books To Talk About Award 
2008. His second book, Lost Souls, will be 

published in May 2008. He is married with three children and 
based in Lancashire, where his novels are set. 
www.neilwhite.net

Kate Westbrook and Miss Moneypenny 
are pseudonyms for Samantha Weinberg, 
frustrated spy and author of the best-selling 
A Fish Caught in Time – The Search for the 
Coelacanth, and Pointing From the Grave, 
which won the CWA Gold Dagger for Non-
fiction. She is the first woman to write an 

official Bond novel.

Lee Weeks left school at sixteen with one 
O level in art and, armed with a notebook and 
very little cash, she spent seven years working 
her way around Europe and SE Asia. She re-
turned to settle in London, marry and raise two 
children. In those fifteen years she worked as a 
cocktail waitress, chef, model, English teacher 
and personal fitness trainer. She now lives in 

Devon with her two children and her dogs.
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12.00: FIRST FLOOR LOBBY – REGISTRATION
1.00 – 6.00: LANCASTER ROOM – BLACKWELL BOOK ROOM

Panel and Events Schedule
Thursday, 5 June 2008

St Hilda’s 
15th Mystery and Crime Weekend

‘The Past becomes the Present’

15th-17th August 2008

Speakers include:
Kate Ellis, Jane Finnis, Jason Goodwin, Anne Perry, David Roberts, 

Laura Wilson and Jacqueline Winspear
After-dinner speakers:

Lindsey Davis and Gillian Linscott

Co-Chairs:
Andrew Taylor and Natasha Cooper

For more information:
Eileen Roberts, St Hilda’s College, Oxford, OX4 1DY

Email: eileen.roberts@st-hildas.ox.ac.uk
Tel: 01865 373753

MERCHANT 5

1.30 – 2.30

CSI: CAT SCENE INVESTIGATION – ANIMALS IN 
CRIME FICTION 

• Kaye C. Hill 
• Suzette A. Hill
• Helen Mulgray
• Morna Mulgray
• Lyndon Stacey
Moderator: Ruth Dudley Edwards

3.00 – 4.00

HOW COSY IS CRIME?
• Mary Andrea Clarke
• Jane Finnis
• Dolores Gordon-Smith
• Linda Regan
Moderator: Toby Gottfried

4.30 – 5.30

NATIONAL ARCHIVES – TURNING TO REALITY
• Victoria Blake
• Peter Guttridge
• Alanna Knight
• Edward Marston
Moderator: Mike Stotter

8.00

WELCOME, AND THE 1 HOUR PUB QUIZ –
GREENHOUSE PUB (immediately opposite Bristol 
Royal Marriott Hotel) Match your mystery wits 
with your fellow delegates over a drink or two in this 
entertaining quiz which covers everything from cosies to 
crime on the silver screen. Your quiz inquisitors: comic 
writer and critic Peter Guttridge, and psychological thriller 
writer and critic Laura Wilson. Prizes to be won.
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7.00 – 8.30: KINGS ROOM – BREAKFAST (For Full Weekend delegates)
9.00 – 7.30: LANCASTER ROOM – BLACKWELL BOOK ROOM

KINGS ROOM MERCHANT 5 MERCHANT 4

9.00 – 10.00

FRESH BLOOD – DEBUT CRIME 
WRITERS

• Tony Black
• Elena Forbes
• Kaye C. Hill
• Roger Hudson
• Ken Isaacson
• Roz Southey
Moderator: Ali Karim

CROSSING THE GENRE DIVIDE –
AUTHORS WHO MIX CRIME 
WITH OTHER GENRES

• S. J. Bolton
• Christopher Fowler
• J. G. Goodhind
• Sarah Rayne
Participating Moderator: Patricia Finney

10.30 – 11.30

ONE MOMENT IN TIME – A 
HISTORICAL SNAPSHOT

• Kate Ellis
• Jane Finnis
• Ariana Franklin
• Dan Waddell
Participating Moderator: Rhys Bowen

THE BLEEDING EDGE – WRITING 
VIOLENCE

• Chris Mooney
• Sheila Quigley
• Caro Ramsay
• Lee Weeks
Participating Moderator: Natasha Cooper 

CRIMEFEST READING GROUP: 
TOUCHSTONE by LAURIE R. KING 
(COURTESY OF POISONED PEN 
PRESS UK)

*PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

12.00 – 1.00

LOCATION, LOCATION, 
LOCATION – THE IMPORTANCE 
OF PLACE

• Ann Cleeves
• Louise Penny
• Aline Templeton
• Sue Walker
Participating Moderator: John Rickards 

I FOUGHT THE LAW – FROM 
CRIME TO COURT

• Martin Edwards
• Chris Ewan
• Keith McCarthy
• John Macken
Participating Moderator: Colin Campbell

CRIMEFEST READING 
GROUP: CITY OF THE SUN by 
DAVID LEVIEN (COURTESY OF 
TRANSWORLD)

*PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

1.30 – 2.30

FEMALE OF THE SPECIES – 
WOMEN IN CRIME FICTION

• Helen Black
• Maureen Carter
• Priscilla Masters
• Zoë Sharp
Participating Moderator: Meg Gardiner

HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR EGGS? –
SOFT BOILED vs HARD BOILED

• Lesley Cookman
• Judith Cutler
• Russell James
• Andrew Taylor
Participating Moderator: Stephen Booth

CRIMEFEST READING GROUP: 
THE MURDER FARM by ANDREA 
MARIA SCHENKEL (COURTESY OF 
QUERCUS)

*PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

3.00 – 4.00
RUTH DUDLEY EDWARDS &
LAURIE R. KING
In conversation with Richard Reynolds

4.30 – 5.30
NATASHA COOPER
Interviewed by Andrew Taylor

6.00 – 7.00
JEFF LINDSAY
Interviewed by Peter Guttridge

Panel and Events Schedule
Friday, 6 June 2008
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7.00 – 8.30: KINGS ROOM – BREAKFAST (For Full Weekend delegates)
9.00 – 6.00: LANCASTER ROOM – BLACKWELL BOOK ROOM

KINGS ROOM MERCHANT 5 MERCHANT 1 MERCHANT 4

9.00 – 10.00

IAN FLEMING 
CENTENARY PANEL – 
HOW TO WRITE A 
THRILLER

• Tom Cain
• Charles Cumming
• Meg Gardiner
• Nick Stone
•      Kate Westbrook
Moderator: Mike Stotter

SCARED TO DEATH – 
CHILLS AND THRILLS

• Katherine John
• Michael Morley
• Jason Pinter
• James Twining
Participating Moderator: 
Declan Hughes

FROM SHORT SHORTS 
TO DOORSTOPPERS –
DOES SIZE MATTER?

• Adrian Magson
• Chris Mooney
• John Rickards
• Sally Spedding
Moderator: Ayo Onatade

10.30 – 11.30

FRESH BLOOD – DEBUT 
CRIME WRITERS

• Helen Black
• S J Bolton
• Mary Andrea Clarke
• John Macken
•      Michael Morley
• Lee Weeks
Moderator: Ali Karim

BIG BELLIES – CRIME 
WRITERS CHEW THE 
FAT

• Tony Black
• Chris Ewan
• Allan Guthrie
• Martyn Waites
Moderator: Donna Moore

THOROUGHLY 
MODERN MILLIE – THE 
HISTORICAL FEMALE 
SLEUTH

• Rhys Bowen
• Patricia Finney
• Ariana Franklin
• Laurie R King
Moderator: Andrew Taylor

CRIMEFEST READING 
GROUP: AN EXPERT 
IN MURDER by NICOLA 
UPSON (COURTESY OF 
FABER & FABER)

*PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

12.00 – 1.00
KARIN FOSSUM
Interviewed by Ann Cleeves

1.30 – 2.30

MOVIES IN MIND – HOW 
ADAPTABLE IS YOUR 
NOVEL? 

• Tom Cain
• Christopher Fowler
• Jeff Lindsay
• Dan Waddell
Participating Moderator: 
Edward Marston 

WRITING THE WRONGS –
MORALITY IN CRIME 
FICTION

•      Steve Mosby
• Yrsa Sigurdardottir
• Kevin Wignall
• Laura Wilson
Participating Moderator: 
Jason Pinter

PAST TENSE – THE 
MYSTERY IN HISTORY

• Ruth Downie
• Roger Hudson
• Bernard Knight
• Roz Southey
Moderator: Bill Gottfried

CRIMEFEST READING 
GROUP: THE TIN ROOF 
BLOWDOWN by JAMES 
LEE BURKE (COURTESY 
OF ORION)

*PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

3.00 – 4.00
IAN RANKIN
Interviewed by Peter 
Guttridge

4.30 – 5.30

GLAEPUR, 
FORBRYTELSEN, CRIME – 
IN TRANSLATION

• Karin Fossum
•      Gilbert Gallerne
•      Ros Schwartz
•      Yrsa Sigurdardottir
Moderator: Ann Cleeves

A SLICE OF PI – THE 
MODERN DAY PRIVATE 
EYE

• Declan Hughes
•      Jim Kelly
•      Ken McCoy
•      Martyn Waites
Participating Moderator: Zoë 
Sharp

EVENING ALL –
WRITING THE POLICE 
PROCEDURAL 

•      Alex Barclay
•      Elena Forbes
•      Lesley Horton
•      Louise Penny
Moderator: Lizzie Hayes

CRIMEFEST READING 
GROUP: THE MARK by 
JASON PINTER (COUR-
TESY OF MIRA)

*PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

7.30 CRIMEFEST GALA 
DINNER

Panel and Events Schedule
Saturday, 7 June 2008
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7.00 – 8.30: KINGS ROOM – BREAKFAST (For Full Weekend delegates)
9.00 – 1.30: LANCASTER ROOM – BLACKWELL BOOK ROOM

Panel and Events Schedule
Sunday, 8 June 2008

KINGS ROOM MERCHANT 5

9.00 - 10.00

SECRETS AND LIES – THE 
PSYCHOLOGY OF CRIME

• Stephen Booth
• Colin Campbell
• Ken Isaacson
• Jessica Mann
Participating Moderator: Laura Wilson

PARTNERS IN CRIME – YOU’RE 
NEVER ALONE WITH A 
SIDEKICK

• Kate Ellis
• Pat McIntosh
• Adrian Magson
• Neil White
Participating Moderator: Martin 
Edwards

10.30 – 11.30

DON’T LAUGH – HUMOUR IN 
CRIME FICTION

• Declan Burke
• Ruth Dudley Edwards
• Al Guthrie
• L. C. Tyler
Participating Moderator: Peter Guttridge

SOUNDS OF CRIME – THE 
MAKING OF AN AUDIO BOOK

•      Sean Barrett 
•      David Hewson
• Catherine Thompson
Moderator: Adrian Muller

12.00 – 1.00

WHEN THE SEX, DRUGS AND 
ROCK AND ROLL ARE OVER: 
GREAT CLOSING LINES 

• Simon Brett
• Natasha Cooper
• Jeff Lindsay
• Ian Rankin
Participating Moderator: Laurie R King

1.00 – 5.00 CRIME WRITING WORKSHOP

*PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

6.00
CRIMEFEST BUFFET DINNER –
FOLLOWED BY SIMON BRETT’S 

‘CRIME IN RHYME’

The Journal Of Crime Fiction
Crime Time offers a unique, cutting-edge vision of the defining fictional form of the 20th 
(and 21st) century. Featuring reviews of all current fiction, features, articles and coverage 
of fictional crime in all media (from page to screen), Crime Time also showcases the best 
writing on crime fiction from the past.

Crime Time has the top practitioners regularly writing for and featured in its pages: 
Ian Rankin, John Harvey, Peter James and Val McDermid rub shoulders with Mark 
Billingham, Natasha Cooper, Andrew Taylor and Christopher Brookmyre, along with 
the best of American crime writing, from James Lee Burke, Jack O’Connell, Jonathan 
Kellerman, Joe Lansdale, James Sallis and many more. 

With a constantly updated website - www.crimetime.co.uk - Crime Time offers cutting 
edge news from the world of UK and international crime fiction, along with a tremendous 
and growing archive of material covering a wide range of topics.

Crime Time is now also available as a 48 page magazine, entirely free of charge to 
download, or just £5+p&p for a printed version. 
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Awards
The winners of the CrimeFest Awards will be announced at the Gala Dinner on Saturday, 7 June. The winners will 

receive a commemorative piece of decorative glass provided by Bristol Blue Glass.

AUDIBLE SOUNDS 
OF CRIME AWARD
With the growing popularity of audiobooks, both abridged and unabridged, CrimeFest intends to draw attention to 
the quality of this relatively new medium. The Audible Sounds of Crime Award is for the best crime audiobook first 
published in 2007, and available for download from the Audible UK website. The award goes to both the author and 
the reader of the winning entry. CrimeFest is thrilled that Audible UK agreed to sponsor this award. Audible is the 
Internet’s leading premium spoken audio source, with more than 40,000 hours of audio programs that include some of 
the best titles in crime fiction. Audible customers and CrimeFest delegates voted to establish a shortlist and a winner 
from the eligible titles. The shortlist is:

– Richard Bachman, Blaze. Read by Ron McLarty (Hodder & Stoughton, unabridged)
– Lee Child, Bad Luck & Trouble. Read by Kerry Shale (Random House, abridged)
– Tess Gerritsen, The Mephisto Club. Read by Lorelei King (BBC Audiobooks, unabridged)
– David Hewson, The Seventh Sacrament. Read by Saul Reichlin (W. F. Howes, unabridged)
– Ian Rankin, Exit Music. Read by James Macpherson (Orion, abridged)

Audible is providing an iPod as a prize for one of the CrimeFest delegates who votes for the winning title. The 
recipient will be announced at the Gala Dinner.

 THE LAST 
 LAUGH AWARD

When the Left Coast Crime convention visited Bristol in 2006 its Lefty Award raised awareness for an under-appreci-
ated area in British crime fiction: the humorous crime novel. The Lefty continues to be awarded in the USA, and the 
CrimeFest organisers felt that their convention should carry on celebrating humour in British published crime fiction. 

The Last Laugh Award is for the best humorous crime novel published in the UK in 2007. The shortlist is:

– Declan Burke, The Big O (Hag’s Head Press)
– Ruth Dudley Edwards, Murdering Americans (Poisoned Pen Press UK)
– Chris Ewan, The Good Thief’s Guide to Amsterdam (Long Barn Books)
– Allan Guthrie, Hard Man (Polygon)
– Deanna Raybourn, Silent in the Grave (MIRA Books)
– Mike Ripley, Angel’s Share (Allison & Busby)
– L. C. Tyler, The Herring Seller’s Apprentice (Macmillan New Writing)
– Donald Westlake, What’s So Funny? (Quercus)

CrimeFest delegates with email voted for the winner from the shortlist.

*‘Laffing Sal’ from the Musée Mécanique, San Francisco






